The second stage of the Mitjet Winter Cup 24-25.02.2018 is over!

Just before the first race of the stage, a little rain left the track from 8th to 16th turns wet, but it did not
frighten the pilots in any possible way because on Saturday's free practice was held in similar weather
conditions.
On paper, the leaders of this racing weekend were rightly considered Dmitry Gvazava, Anton Nemkin
and Konstantin Gugkaev. The debutant of the series, young pilot from karting Danila Ivanov, showed
well results in training. But in qualification he managed to come only seventh.
Expectations for the leaders were confirmed: Gvazava and Nemkin went ahead, Konstantin Gugkaev
pursued them until the very end, and Nikita Khudov competed with Danila Ivanov. Anna Pryadkina after
yesterday's rainy workout set up the car for a wet race, but before the first race the sun came out and
the track began to dry up. It took time for her to roll in, however, she was able to finish third in her
Semi-PRO class. Another debutant of the series - Dima Ugryumov - was slower than the rest, but the
coaches were pleased with his stability and absence of errors. Stanislav Oblozhin, unfortunately, broke
his car. In the category of semi-professionals Anton Nemkin became the first, Nikita Khudov - second.
In the PRO category Dmitry Gvazava became the winner, Anton Nemkin came second to finish,
Konstantin Gugkaev closed the top three.
The podium in the PRO category after the second race did not undergo any changes. Thus, Dmitry
Gvazava became the absolute triumphant of the second round of this Mitjet 2L Winter Cup competition,
repeating the success of Nikolai Gryazin, who in December 2017 in the first stage of the tournament also
won in two races. And in the Semi-PRO category Anna Pryadkina was replaced on the podium by Danila
Ivanov, Nikita Khudov again became the second, Anton Nemkin ascended the first step of the pedestal.
Congratulations to the winners of the race and we begin preparations for the third and final stage of the
Winter Cup, which will be held on April 7-8 at the Sochi Autodrom track!
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